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One Gin was born out of the belief that
exceptional quality and 'doing good'
doesn't have to be mutually exclusive.
One Gin create award-winning, bold,
distinctive London Dry gins abundant with
their signature botanical of fresh sage,
juniper and citrus, copper-distilled into
wonderfully smooth aromatic spirits.
One Gin was the first gin created to give
back to a global humanitarian cause; a
minimum of 10% of their profits fund long
term, sustainable water programmes in the
world's poorest communities - changing
lives one person at a time, one day at a
time.
The One Foundation has raised over £20
million to date, changing the lives of over
3.8 million people.
#OneGoodGin
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Their first gin and proud winner of an IWSC Gold Award in 2017, One Sage
Gin is a bold, distinctive, savoury gin abundant with fresh sage, juniper
and citrus, copper distilled into a wonderfully smooth aromatic spirit. It is
building a following among gin connoisseurs and is a favourite of the Bar
Manager at Claridge’s, where it is served as a naked dry martini with a
twist. Pour a large measure of One Gin over ice, topped up with a
premium tonic water, and garnish with a twist of orange zest

70cl

Sage London Dry Gin

2017 - Gold Medal: International Wine & Spirit Competition

Sage & Apple London Dry Gin
43%

1

5cl

Gin

70cl

An orchard fresh twist on the original, this gin is the perfect balance of
juniper, fresh sage and crisp russet apple. Tapping into the current trend
for flavoured gins, but without creating an overly sweet gin, we use the oil
from the pip of the russet apple to deliver crisp apple freshness distilled as
a London Dry.
Pour a large measure of One Gin over ice, topped up with a premium
tonic water, and garnish with fresh slices of apple and a sage leaf or two.

Gift Box
This gift box includes two miniatures each of their original, bold and
distinctively savoury One Sage Gin and their orchard-fresh One Sage &
Apple Gin.
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